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Th e ob jec t of the investigation herein to be reported 
was to test more thoroughly and accurately than heretofore , 
the theory that the binaural phase re lat ion forms the basic 
fac tor in the l o c a l i z a t i o n of sounds of low p i t ch , espec ia l ly 
those below one hundred and twenty-eight vibrations per 
eeccnd. I t was not the purpose of the investigation to 
c o l l e c t further evidence in favor of other more commonly 
recognized factors in sound l o ca l i za t i on , such as the 
binaural intensi ty r a t i o , or binaural timbre d i f ferences , 
for which there i s already a large mass of indisputable 
ev idence , but the work mas c l o se ly confined to the one 
problem of finding evidence which would be reasonably 
s u f f i c i e n t for regarding the question of phase-differenoe 
function as s e t t l e d on one aide or o ther .o f the question 
The theory was f i r s t proposed in 1876 by Lord 
R a y l e i g h ^ 1 ) , in a paper in which he showed by mathematical 
analys is of the case of incidence of plane sound waves upon 
a r i g i d spherical o b j e c t , that the intensity between two 
po ints on opposite s ides o f this sphere i s less than one 
per cent of the t o t a l in tens i ty , for pitch©* of 128 
v ibrat i ons per second and lower. This s l ight dif ference o f 
in tens i ty he thought to be insuf f i c ient to determine 
l o c a l i z a t i o n , and yet he found that sounds of that low 
p i t c h were l o ca l i zed as wel l as others o f higher pitch.The 
p o s s i b i l i t y that sounds of such low pi tch might be l o ca l i zed 
by binaural aaleot ion and intensity re la t i on of overtones 
(3) 
w i l l be considered later. 
The slight difference in intensity of a sound of 128 
ribrations per second or less at the two ears is due to the 
absence of the "shadow" e«*feot where the ware length i s 
sereral times the thickness of the object in the path of 
the ware. When the ware-length is less than, or only slightly-
greater than the thickness of the obstacle, then the "shadow" 
e f f e c t is considerable.This phenomenon i s rerr clearly 
i l lustrated by the analogous case of wares on the surface 
of water passing around a stationary object in the water. 
If wares whose crests are separated by sereral feet pass 
by a small pole a few inches in diameter, there is at no 
time a noticeable difference in the height of the water on 
opposite sides of the po le . I f howerer small wares or r ipplee 
only a few inches apart pass around a large p i l ing 'a foot or 
two in diameter, there w i l l be a noticeable smooth str ip 
of water beyond the p i l ing . The f i r s t case parallels the 
e f f e c t of the head upon eounuo of low pitch, and the second 
the e f f e c t of the head upon sounds of high pitch. 
„ Lord Rayleigh's f i r s t experiment in support of his th 
theory was that of sounding two sl ightly mistuned tuning 
forks, one opposite each ear. Thus, in a period of time 
depending upon the pitch of the forks used, the phase 
relatione of the two sounds pass through a l l values from 
0° to 360°. The result of this experiment was a periodic 
osc i l l a t i on of the body of the sound from one side of the 
median plane to the other, and by conducting the sounds 
of these forks to another observer and allowing them to 
combine to form beats, Rayleigh was able to show i from the 
nature of the agreement between the signals given by the 
one observer when the sound was localized on the r ight , and 
those given by the other observer when the beats occurred 
that the leading wave carried with i t the localization. 
At about the same time Thompson^2) inserted the enda 
of a curved copper w&re into the ears of an observer, and 
held the stem of a vibrating tuning fork£n the wire at 
various points . When the stem of the fork rested on the; 
middle point of the wire, the sound "seemed to ccme from the 
ends of the wire into the ears . " When the fork was displaced 
to the right or le f t from the middle, the report is that 
the sound no longer seemed to come from the ends of the 
wire, but from the back of the head. Although right and 
le f t e f fec ts are not spec i f i ca l ly reported, i t is probable 
that such e f fects were present to some extent, but were 
overlooked on account of the more noticeable e f fect of 
shift ing to the back. 
Later Lord Rayleigh described a method of 
testing his theory, in which two telephone were separately 
excited by a rotating magnet which acted upon two stationary 
c o i l s , one in each telephone c i rcuit,one c o i l being 
adjustable in posit ion with respect to the other so that 
(5) 
any phase relationship between the sounds oould be maintained 
aoua&antly as long as desired. This method had the adrantag « 
of making the intensities of the two'sounds adjustable to 
perfect equality, for a l l phase relations. There is a grave 
probabi l i ty , howerer,that the sounds thus produoed were 
of a rery complex and complicated character, so that in 
addition to a certain phase relation for the fundamental 
there were probably sereral others sets of phase relations 
of unknown character, corresponding to the different over-
tones. Howerer, Rayleigh got results entirely consistent 
with his theory. 
The next investigation of the subject was carried out 
(4) 
in 1907 by More and Fry, working with pitches of 320 and 
512 vibrations per second. They used two heary rubber tubes 
terminating in the subjects ears, at ons end , and connectigg 
at the other end with a glass Y-tube which in turn connected 
with a glass funnel located about seren feet behind the 
observer. The sound was given before this funnel. The rubber 
tubes were out in the middle to provide for the insertion 
of glass tubes of various lengths, so that the phase relation 
could be controlled. The sections of tube provided for 
insertion were long enough to provide for a maximum phase 
difference of about 7/8 of a period, a detail which is 
of importance in the comparison of these results with those 
obtained by Wilson and Myers v, and which wi l l be discussed 
later. The results obtained in this experiment are consistent 
with RajfcleigJ^s theory bu do not require i t as explanation. 
(6) 
The sound was always localized on the side of the shortest 
tube, which was a condition of leading waTe whenever the 
inserted tube was less that half the'wave length of the 
sound, as well as a condition of greater intensity due to 
the re lat ive shortness of the tube. The results are thus 
prac t i ca l l y valueless as evidence in suppf^t of the phase 
theory. The fact that the local izat ion did not follow the 
leading wave always may be accounted for as due to the very 
great damping of the sound when the leading wave was t rave l -
ing through the greater length of tubing, as must have been 
•fiie case on account of the small size of tubing used (about 
1 cm. in diameter). Furthermore, the pitches used, v i z . , 
320 and 512 Vibrations per second are both very much above 
the l imit of 128 Vibrations set by Rayleigh. 
We come now to probably t he most important and most 
- care fu l ly conducted investigation of the problem, v i z , , that 
by Wilson and M y e r s ^ The apparatus which they used c o n s i s t ! 
of a rectangle , approximately 317 by 150 centimeters, of 
glass and brass tubing about 2 cm. in diameter, in the middlft 
of one of the long sides of which a short section correspond-
I ing to the thickness of the head was removed and caps 
f i t t ed to the ends to cover the ears. In the opposite side 
a c l ose ly f i t t i n g s l id ing section with a hole in the middle 
with funnel attached, was arranged so that the s l iding of 
this funnel opening from one extreme posit ion to the other 
would provide for a wide variation in the re lat ive lengths 
(?) 
of the two paths for the sound from the funnel shaped 
opening to the ears . . The distance through which the sl ide 
could be mored was several times half the wave length used. 
With this provis ion, supposing that the sound is always 
loca l i zed nearest the ear hearing the leading wave, there 
ahou-ld be a cy c l i c osc i l la t i on of localization as the 
opening before vti ich the tuning forks is held i3 moved 
from one extreme pos i t ion to the other. For, a lead of 
180° <+ f at the l e f t ear is of course a lead of 6 at 
the right ear, so that we should expect the localization 
to sh i f t from one side to the other as the phase relation 
becomes greater than 180°, or in the apparatus just 
described, as the opeing in the sl iding tube is displaoed 
more than one fourth the wave length from the center, and 
as the phase re lat ion becomes greater than 560° ( the 
corresponding posit ion of the opening in the tube being 
one half the wave length displacement from the center) %h» 
sound should sh i f t to i t s original posit ion. For phase 
re lat ions of 0 ° , 180°, 360°, 540°, e t c . , we expect to get 
median loca l i zat ions , the corresponding di splacements of 
the opening in the s l iding tube being 0, 1/4 ,L /2 . ij-I., e t c , 
in either direct ion from the center, when h is th? wave 
length o f the sound. 
I f the subject s i t s so that his right is the 
operator 's r i ght , then he should get localizations on the 
r ight side of the median plane, foe displacements of the 
opening in the s l id ing tube, to ri|ht of center between the 
(s) 
pairs of values 0 and L / 4 , L /S and ^ L , L and 5 L / 4 , # L / 3 and 
7 L / 4 , e t c , and. to the l e f t between the values JL and|L, {!• 
and L , 5L/4 and 3 L / 2 , t t o . , and localization on the left for 
a l l other positions of the opening. With certain exceptions 
and variations that may be explained as due to resonance of 
tubes, Impurities of tones, difference in sensitivity of 
the ears of the subject, e t c , these are exactly the results 
that Wilson and Myers obtained. 
The crit ic ism of the work of More and Fry, v i z . , that 
their results may be explained on an intensity difference 
basis , due to shortening of one tube, is not applicable 
to the results of Wilson and M^ers, because they used 
differences in length of pathways of sound of several times 
the wave length, and s t i l l obtained cycl ic osci l lation in 
local izat ion, as stated above. For example, when the opening 
in the sl iding tube is displaced from the center some 
distance which is greater than {i» and less than L, the sound 
is localized on the side of the head to whioh I t passes 
through the longer of the two sections of tuning, though i t 
i s s l ight ly the weaker sound on that account. The conditions 
are such,however, that the wave on this side leade, and at 
determines the local ization. The evidence is therefore 
conclusive that binaural phase relation operates in some 
manner to influence local ization. 
(6) 
Ferree and Col l ins v ' attempt to discredit the work 
of More and Fry, and Wilson and Myeri, tib claiming the 
existence of a discrepancy in their results . They point out 
(9) 
that Wilson and Myers obtained periodic osci l lat ions of 
l o ca l i za t i on , and that More anf Fry di* not though working 
T± prac t i ca l l y the same method?That there is no discrepancy 
whatever is evident from the two following considerations; 
(1) That More and Fry used a difference 6n lengths of the 
two branches of tubing never greater than 7/8 of a wave-
length, and therefore giving only one possible shifffi in 
l o ca l i za t i on , whereas Wilson and Myers used differences in 
lengths of tubing several times the wave lengths,therefore 
getting many osc i l la t i ons of local ization, and (3) that the 
one possible sh i f t of local izat ion in More and Fry's method 
was probaMy lost onl̂  account of the small size of the tube 
which they used, which' must- have caused much more" damping ox* 
the sound than was present in Wilson and Myers' experiaafcfc* 
The tube that More and Fry used was about onefehalf the 
diameter and consequently only one fourth the cress section&X 
area o f that used by Wilson and Myers. 
Wilson and Myers, though forced by the results of 
their experiment to recognize the binaural phase relation 
as a ^ f a c t o r in l oca l i zat ion , attempt to show that i t acts 
only as an indirect method of producing an. ultimate intensl - fcy 
dif ference at the ears, so that the loaalisation after a l l 
is on an intensity rat io bas is . 'The assumption, which w i l l 
be questioned later in this paper, io made that by bone 
conduction in the head a certain percentage of the or iginal 
(10) 
sound affecting one ear is carried through the head to the 
other ear, so that the total effect at one ear is the 
resultant'., the principal wave coming to i t through the air , 
and one much diminished in intensity, and differing-in 
phase by an angle due to the original phase difference at 
the two ears, and the further "change in phase due.to the 
thickness of the head, which comes thr ugh the head from 
the other ear. Wilson and Myers attempt to-prove that these 
transmitted waves interfere with the original waves in 
such a manner as to produce a cbnstant difference in 
intensity, with the resultant of greater intensity on the 
side of the head which receives the leading wave. Their 
attempt at geometrical proof of V is proposition is somewhat 
as follows : They say: "Suppose the sound entering the right 
ear is of equal intensity to that entering the left ear, birfc 
let the phase of the vibration at the right ear be ahead 
of that at the l e f t . This is represented in the figure (Fig. 1 ) 
where OA represents the amplitude at the right ear, and 
O'A1 * 0 A that at the left ear, and the angle AON is 
greater than the angle A ' C H ' . " They then draw OD parallel 
to A'O1 but in the opposite direction and shorter to 
represent the weaker wave transmitted from the left ear 
through the head' and 0 ' D F parallel to AO but in the opposite 
direction; and equal to OD to represent the same condition 
at the le f t ear. Then they draw OC and O'C equal to OD and 
0'D« so that the anjaee COD and C^O'D1 are equal, and so 
(11) 
that the angle O'OC is less than the ahgle O'OD, and tha-
angleN NO'C is less than the angle NO'D* (a l l angles being 
measured in the counter-clockwise direction). This latter 
condition is necessary in order to represent the slight 
re tarda", icn in phase which the transmitted wave suffers in 
traveling,, the interaural distance. The parallelograms ABCO 
and A'B'C'O' are then completed, and the diagonals drawn. 
Since the diagonal OE is greater thah the diagonal 0*8', 
Wilson and Myers argue that the ear that receives the 
leading wave also is affected by a sound of greater intensit^jr 
than that affecting the other ear. The error of this 
discussion of the ease l ies in the fact that for a given 
direction of rotation of the vector representing one wave 
train affecting one ear we must have rotation in the opposite 
direction of the vector representing the other wave train 
affecting the same ear, since these wave trains move in 
opposite directions. The representation of the transmitted 
wave by a vector drawn in a direction opposite to that of 
the vector representing the original wave, is false since 
this assumes the ef fect of opposite directions of motion 
to be the same as the e f fect of 180° phase difference for 
motions in the same direction. 
The necessity for rotation of the vectors in opposite 
directions may be made clear by, the following discussion: 
Suppose the right and 1 ©ft ears to be located at the points 
R and L respectively (Fig. 0 ) and to be affected by waves 

(12) 
of equal amplitude with zero phase difference. The pro jec t ion 
of the -vector BR upon the line MH represents the d i sp lace -
ment of the partic les of the medium, by the'wave on the right 
and similarly the projection of the vector AL represents the 
displacement caused by the wave on the l e f t . As the wave at 
the r ight travels toward the le f t there wi l l be a d i sp lace -
ment of part ic les toward the l e f t , and consequently we must 
give the vector a rotation in the .counter-clockwise d irect ion 
in order to represent a l l the conditions. Similarly, as the 
wave at the l e f t travdis toward the right there w i l l be a 
displacement of partic les toward the right, necessitating 
the rotat ion of the vector AL in the clockwise d i rec t ion . 
Since the vectofce. representing the direct and transmitted 
waves at each ear must rotate in opposite directions, and 
since the combination of forces by the graphical method 
can not be applied in such cases, the demonstration given 
by Wilson and Myers is fallacious and meaningless. 
That the result of this assumed interference In the 
head is actually of exactly the opposite nature can be 
shown by proper combination of the equations of the wave-
trains . Suppose the two ears to be located at the points 
L and R (Fig. 3 ) at the ends of the tubing of the rectangle 
such as used by Wilson and Myers. And suppose the sound to 
be given at seme asymmetrically located point as p at a 
distance a to the right of the point equally distant from 
the two ears. Then the right ear wil l be affected by a wave 
traveling, around the path PMR, and to a considerably less 
(131 
extent by a wave travelings around the path PNL and through 
the substance of the head. Similarly the le f t ear w i l l be 
af fected fry waves travell ing the paths PIL and PMRL equal 
in intensity toe the waves PMR and PNLR respect ively . The 
equation of the wave affecting the right ear d irect ly w i l l 
be 
and that of tha wave affecting the l e f t ear d i rec t ly w i l l be 
y-̂  z. ein — 3 a ) 
where L is the wave length of the sound, t is the independent 
variable o f the equation, and may be considered ae time, and 
T is any i n i t i a l time re lat ion , which w i l l be assumed unity 
throughout this .discussion. The wave 
'YJI ?** 8 in J| "'̂f*' 
w i l l pass through the head and af fect the opposite ear with 
much diminished intensity w&lch we w i l l represent by the 
expression: 
I t w i l l require a eertain time Interval t» for this wave to 
paso through the substance of the head, and we shal l have to 
combine the transmitted wave with tlgiat condition o f the d i r e c t 
wave which obtains later by the period t f . Thus, the t o t a l 
e f f e c t at the l e f t ear is given by the expression: 
T l = Of*. * - k . . . ay 
where 2a is the added distance that the sound must t rave l ' 
in order to af fect the l e f t ear d irect ly , and where the 
(14) 
minus sign between the two member3 is used to account for 
the fact that the waves are traveling- in opposite directions* 
a condition in which i t is evident that displacements 
di f fer ing in phase br- less than 180°, tend to neutral ize 
each ether, and displacements more than 180° apart tend to 
reinforce one another. 
In a similar fashion we find the resultant of the waves 
af fect ing the right ear to be expressed by the equation:, 
Y r = 8 inSjX - (U^l ) - k s i n M j £ - + 2 a ) 
That both of these resultants are pure sine waves 
di f fer ing in amplitude may be shown as follows: 
Expanding the two equations given above we g e t : 
Y r = ein(Swt/LT)cos(2irt T AT) + cos (2*t/LT)sin(2«irt'AT) 
(1) 
- k sin(2*t/LT)cos(4wa/L) - k cos(2*t/LT)sin(4ira/I») 
Y x = sin(2irt/LT)|ccs(2irt f A T ) - k cos(4ira/L)) 
, ' (2) 
+ cos(2trt/LT)^sin(3irt , AT)- k sin(4w a /L)] 
Yt an sin(2wt/LT)cos(2w/L)(t»/T+2a) 
(3) 
-|-cos(2'«rt/LT)sin^(t3/T + 2a)] - k sin(3wt/LT) 
Yl * sin(2wt/LT)( cos^j-S(t J /T+2a) - kj 
- f c o s (2wt /LT)s in^ ( t«/T + 2a) 
Multiplying and dividing the left hand side o f 
equation (2) by 1-f-kS -8k cos(2-n/L)( t ' / T - 2a) we may 
then write : 
Y r eV l + k s - 2k c o s ( 2 i r / I ' ) ( t V T - 2a) . s in (3* t /LT+p) 
where , . . 
c o s ^ - i - k o o s - i f ^ 
cos p - V l ^ k 3 - 2 k c o s ( 2 T r / L ) ( t f / T - 2a) 
(15) 
a n d s i n ^ t ' . k s i n - i l ^ 
^ 1 + k 2 _~ak cos |l(l f- 2a) 
sin p = 
* l-f-k* _ 3k cos 
T 
In a similar fashion we may reduse equation (4) to 
the form: 
Y x = </l+k* - 3k cos~23-( t ' /T + Sa)* Bin(8j[Tt + P 1 ) 
L 
where 
oo8 -^3L( tVT+ 2a) - k 
COS P 1 ~ - jot 3 " i n ^ W W ^ ^ ^ M - W W y j M ^MaWiXUl iJUlM J .. 
• n + k ^ _ 2 k C 0 9 | 3 L ( t t / T 4. 3 a ) 
and o z 
s i n £ * ( t ' / T + 3 a ) 
sin p ! « 
/ 1 + k 2 - 3k cos| I 4 W T «#• 3a) 
We therefore find that the right ear is affected by a 
pure sine wave (supposing the original sound to be a pure 
tone) of amplitude l-*-k 2 - 3k cos^jp(t 1 /T - 2 a ) * a n d the 
le f t ear is affected by a pure sine wave of amplitude 
V 1-Hca - 2k "cofiE5C t ' / T ' f ' S a ) • It w i l 1 D e 8 e e n that 
L 
these amplitudes depenf upon the phase relation JsSL & 9 
L 
upon the thickness of the head h ( t l = h/v, v being the 
veloc ity of the sound in the head substance, possibly 
s l ightly greater than in a i r , but this is not of great 
impcttance. since the problem is concerning relative and not 
absolute values) and upon the percentage of sound trans-
mitted through the head,K • But most important of a l l i s 
the fact that the. amplitude affecting the right ear is less 
than that affecting the le f t ear when £l3L_ is lees than 
L 
180°, and greater when the phase difference is greater than 
180°. This is true since the cosine of the sum of two angles 
(16) 
is less than the cosine of the d i f ference . But when ~a_ 
is less than 180° the wave af fect ing the right ear i s 
ileading, vand when is greater than 180° the leading^ 
wave i s at the l e f t ear. 
The e f f e c t of interference may he shown in the 
following manner a l s o : Suppose two scund waves meet each 
other in a cent incus tube cac 1 (Fig. 4 ) , in equal phase 
at a poiigt a. I f we consider the ordinates of the curves 
ai^bn^c and ala jb f m j c ' to represent the degrees of 
compression and rarefaction due to these waves separate ly , 
then the maxima of compression and w i l l reaoh a at 
the same instant and produce a compression which w i l l bo 
s l ight ly less than the sum of the compressions c f the two 
waves, owing to the imperfect e l a a t i o i t y of the medium. 
Similarly the maxima of rarefaction mn and m* w i l l reaoh 
i 1 
the point a at the same instant, and produce a doubly 
intense rarefaction corresponding to he double compression 
an instant be fore . Thus we a i l l have a variation is pressure 
at the point a 1 represented by the distance'Mn. In the 
figure one pait of points of normal pressure are are 
coincident at the point a. The pdlnt of normal pressure b 
w i l l reach the point d^ simultaneously with the po int a 
of normal pressure. Likewise the point of maximum rare fac t i on 
m. w i l l reach d simultaneously with the maximum of 
1 1 
compression M* thus exactly neutralizing i t . Thus i t 
develops that the result is a ^ a n d i n g * wave represented by 
t • 
i -JL5C-. 
"f * 
^ J L 
• V 
J 
- -
I 
v.* 
(17) 
the broken lines Ng22nxzjNgJjn^gNl , and n 2 z 3 N l z l n ! B i N 1*in3 
whose ordinates represent variation in pressure. At the 
points z i , z 2 , z | and z^ we have zero variation in pressure 
and at a* we have a maximum variation in pressure. 
Now suppose the ears to be located att the points X 
and E' equally distant from the point where the two waves 
meet. There w i l l therefore be zdro phase difference. Owing 
to the damping ef fect of the head upon the sound waves the 
n standing n b wave within the head wi l l assume some such form 
as s s ' , the ordinates Ee and K's* being equal. The two ears 
w i l l be affected therefore by sounds of equal intensity, 
How suppose the ears to be moved to the, points and 
E[ . The standing wave within the head w i l l therefore assume 
a form like e^ej, where the ordinates and BJeJ,, and 
and E£8£ are unequal in the same sense. In this caae the 
auditory apparatus at X^ is affected by the loudest sound, 
since the pressure variation in the medium at thia point i s 
greater than at the point Ej_ . The wave at this point is 
leading however, since the maximum of the wave at the l e f t 
has less distance to travel to affect auditory apparatus 
E^, than the corresponding maximum M£ in the other wave has 
to travel to a f fect the other auditory apparatus at 
Suppose now that the ears are moved to a second pair o f 
points Eg and E£. The standing wave wi l l asaume some such 
posit ion as SgS^, and the ordinates EgSg and EgSg, and E£8£ 
E|s§ w i l l be unequal in the same order. The audito*y apparatus 
(18) 
at E*. is now being affected by the louder eoundl but the ware 
at this point is lagging, since the maximum has passed 
i t less than one quarter of a peridd before, and the second 
maximum wil l follow the maximum M| a period of time less than 
a half period, since the distance d j e g is greater than a half 
wave length, and less than a whole wave-length less the 
thickness of the heaSL ( ao - e ^ ) . 
It thus becomes clear that any interference that may 
exist in the head leads to difference in intensity which 
under ordinary conditions cause localization on the aide of 
greater intensity. But these differences of intensity 
demand localizations just the. opposite of those demanded by 
the theory of localization on the side of the leading wave, 
and yet Wilson and Myers found localization in the majority 
of cases that agreed with the phase ratio theory. 
It was for the purpose of obialning more evidence 
bearing upon the subject of phase rat io , and of attempting 
to find whether any point had been overlooked in previous 
investigations,That the experiments to be described were 
aarried out. The apparatus used in this work was built on 
the same general plan as that of Wilson and Myers. It is 
shown in the accompanying photographs and in the diagram 
in Fig. 5. The tubing was made of ordinary ooarse Wrapping 
paper, by winding i t , while wet with paste, apirally around 
a long cyl indrical form, until twelve or fifteen layers were 
wound on, the whole tube being slipped o f f when dry* The 
tubing thus made was about three inches In diameter, and 

Fig. 6 a 
Fig. 6 b 
(19) 
comparatively free from resonance for the high part ial tones. 
Instead of a il̂ ong sliding section of tube for varying the 
phase re lat ione, the tubing of one side of the rectangle 
was perforated at intervals of four inches by holes about 
two inches in diameter, which were kept closed bV rubber lined 
covers held on by heavy rubber bands. The phase relation was 
varied by givin g the sound at different holes. In order to 
provide for finer variation of the phase relation, than was 
afforded by these holes, a short telescoping section capable 
of eight inches adjustment was introduced into one section 
of the tube, as shown at A in Fig.' 5. At B is shown a sl ide 
to provide for variable leakage of 3ound, and a consequent 
variation of the intensity of sound traveling this path. This 
s l ide was not used in the experiments to any great extent 
owing to the great uncertainty of measuring changes in 
intensity due to i t s use. The tubes terminated in small soft 
rubber tubes T,T, which were inserted in the subject* ears 
and held in plae* by large fe l t pads. A large screen not 
shown in the photographs, but represented in the diagram, 
was used to shut off the view of the subject in the direction 
of the operator, and also served to dimisish the noised that 
the latter made while manipulating the apparatus. 
The small amount by which the sound was damped in 
passing through the tubes is shown by the fact that a pitch 
of 24 vibrations, which could not be heard when It he fork was 
more than about one foot from the head in the open a i r , could 
be plainly heard through the tubes. 
( 2 0 ) 
The pitches for which systematice results were taken In 
this series of expeiments were 3 3 , 6 4 , . 1 0 0 , 300 and 4 0 0 , 
although most of the work was done with, the pitch- of 3 0 0 
vibrations, since i t was considered near enough to the value 
138 to afford a pract ical test of the theory of Eayleigh. Also, 
what was of more pract ical importance with this particular 
form of apparatus was the fact that for pitches of less than 
200 vibrations the wave-.lengths were too great to secure 
recurrent localizs.t&ons. 
Al l of the results take have been represented in the 
curves given in Figs. ? to 3 0 . The methods of translating 
local izations into ordinates of a cures depended upon the 
subjects. One subject , ,R, gave his localizations direct ly 
in terms of angles of displacement to the right or l e f t . 
Observer D gave his localizations largely in terms of 
apparent distances in feet of sounds from the ear. These 
local izations were transformed into angles by the aid o f 
an auxil iary diagram, the third observer B gave his 
local izations in terms of distanoee and positions bewween 
the right or l e f t ear and the median plahe, within the head. 
Also, in a large number of cases relative judgements were 
given, the subject stating that a sound seemed further out 
to the right oA l e f t than the previous sound, e tc . These 
localizations mm easy to i l o t . 
In tae figures the broken sine curve represents the 
theoretical variations in localisation, which should be given 
for the corresponding phase relation represented by the 
(31) 
abscissae. The abscissae to the right of the center 
represent t ie displacement of the sound' to the r ight 'o f 
the center of the perforated, •section of • tube, and-abscissae 
to the l e f t of"the.center represent corresponding le f t 
displacements. The observer always sat so that his right 
corresponded to the operators right'when the latter faced 
the perforated tube. Localizations "to the right are plotted 
• / ^ . —j 
above the line and local izations to the l e f t , below. The 
numbers at the different point of the sol id curve representing 
the variation in local izat ion, "refer to the order in the serief 
in which the judgements were made. 
Fig. 7 shows a very close agreement between the 
theoret ical and aetual curves. At the point ? a shaft in 
loca l izat ion was noticed, and i t should be noted that this 
sh i f t was in a direction from that demanded b y the intensity 
c r i ter ion toward that demanded by the phase difference 
c r i t e r i on . 
Fig. 8 shows bends and tendencies of the localization 
curve that correspond to changes in direction of the 
•heoretical curve, even i f the curve does .not actually 
cross the line of median localization oddinates. The 
irregularity in form of this curve may aldo be due to the 
great d i f f i cu l ty experienced iri making a consistent • 
transformation #f the subjects introspections into ordinates. 
Fig; f shows a curve followiag the theoretical wurve 
quite c losely," e^ but many judgements 
in disagreement with the theory are also to be observed. Many 
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of these are tc be accounted for by the inertia of judgement 
which was noticeable in this subject throughout a l l the 
experiments. 
Fig. 10 shows another curve by the same subject, of 
p r - c t i c a l l y the same nature as Fig. 9, but with more incon-
s is tent judgements, most of which are to be explained as 
before . One shifting localization is shown at 40, the 
d irect ion of which i s , as in the above mentioned case, away 
from localization on a binaural intensity ratio basis toward 
local izat ion on a binaural phase ratio basis . 
Fig, 11 shows a curve which i s not complete, but closely 
in agreement with the theoretical curve as far as i t goes. A 
very noticeable shift in localization occurs at 14, of 
exactly the same nature as those described before. Also several 
unexplainable. inconsistent judgement*, were made at other 
times on this same atoa&iseau Although no- investigation of the 
matter was made i t is probable that at this poltot resonance 
o f the tubing disturbed the localization by unknown 
reinforcements. I t might be remarked that Wilson and ifyers 
had a number of similar cases of inconsistent localization 
which they found to be due to resonance e f fects . No shifting 
a f fec ts are mentioned by them. ], 
Fig, 12 gifoes another incomplete curve agreeing 
c l o se ly with the theoretical curve. The anomalous judgement 
13 may be explained as due to the inertia of judgement 
following 12* 
Fig. 13 represents a series that i t very instructive 

(23) 
because* of i ts shifting and apparently inconsistent 
loca l izat ions . The series was begu# without preliminary 
adjustment of the position of the rubber tubes leading 
into the ears, to insure perfect median localizations 
when the phase difference was zero, and i t w i l l be seen 
that at the f i r s t t r i a l , with zero phase difference, the 
local ization was considerably to the left . . Evidently there 
was an intensity difference due to inequality of adjustment 
of the ear p ieces , having the e f fect of an inequality of 
sens i t iv i ty of the two ears. The broken curve or more 
irregular charac xer in the le f t three fourths of the figure 
is bu i l t for the most part upon the results of the f i r s t 
half of the *aeries as may be seen from the numbers along 
i ts cc-.-ase. It w i l l be seen that i t corresponds in changes 
of direction f i i r l y well to the theoretical curve, but that 
i t is uniformly displaced downward, or in other terms every 
local izat ion is displaced to the le f t because of the constant 
difference due to the adjustment of the apparatus. The fu l l 
curve in the l e f t half of the figure, is fa i r ly consistent 
with the theoretical curve, but without any uniform disp lace -
ments, and i t w i l l be seen that this curve is due to the 
judgements of the last half of the series , taken after the 
auditory apparatus had become adapted to the i n i t i a l 
superimposed intensity difference. The reason for this 
adaptation is hard to find i f we exclude the hypothesis 
of d irect appreciation of phase difference by the auditory 
apparatus. For in this experiment the subject has no 
(24') 
c r i ter ia for knowing how correct his judgements are, and any 
variation in intensity due to interference, e t c . , would 
besuperi.posed upon the original inequality of sensitivity 
of th ears, (v.hether this be natural or ar t i f i c ia l ) without 
any tendency to cause adaptation here, for the simple reason 
that there is no difference in the character of the criteria 
from these two sources. Adaptation points to comparisoa of 
c r i ter ia of different character, and in order to find 
cr i ter ia in this experiment differing in character we must 
admit the direct appreciation of phase difference by the 
auditory apparatus. 
Chifting localizations are to be seen in trials 8, 10 
12, (center) , 20, 22, and 44, and a l l in a direction toward 
localization by phase difference cr i ter ia . 
Another peculiarity of this series was the tendency 
for the sounds to break up into double tones, one in each 
ear, d ist inct , and separate. The most noticeable case in the 
figure is at 36 where i t wi l l be seen that one tone 
corresponded-to localization by phase difference, and the 
Other corresponded to localization according to intensity 
'%. ' 
difference. Other cases of the same kind oceured in tr ials 
11,13,14,15, 18,19 and 20though not a l l are shown in the figure 
Figs. 14 and 15 represent incomplete series that have 
no additional significance. In both series the double tones 
and shifting localizations were observed. 
Fig. 16 shows the results obtained with a pitch of 
32 vi" rations. Owing to the extremely great wavelength 
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(about 34 feet) i t was impossible to get oyclio localizations 
but the greater distance to the l e f t of judgement 7 over 6 
and of 2 to the right over 3, shows the agreement of the 
tendency of the curve with the ther r i t i ca l curve. 
Fig. 17, representing the local izations with a pitch 
of 64 teibraticns, shows exactly the same character is ties as 
Fig. 16. 
Likewise Fig. 18 shows the same characteristics from 
the use of a pitch of 100 v ibrat ions , with the additional 
shifting of localization of 1, 2 and 7. 
, Pig. 19 shows almost perfect results with the use of 
a pitch of 400m vibrations except that there is a constantly 
increasing displacement of the judgements toward the right, 
due probably to a combination o f the damping effect of the 
tubing, and the passage of part r f the sound through the 
open air to the subjects ears. This e f f e c t was noticeable with 
this pitch only. If we were to rotate the coordinate axes 
ab- ut the origin as a center through a small angle in the 
counter clockwise direction the axis to the right would pass 
through a position where the loca l i zat ion curve would be 
almost perfectly symmetrical with respect to i t . 
Fig.20 shows the results obtained with a pitch of 200 
vibrations when the phase difference was varied by very small 
stages ( about 5 j ° ) . The main point of the series is that i t 
shows that a very slight change in phase difference such as 
_0 o 
» or 6 produces a change in l oca l i zat ion usually in the 
proper direction. Since for 300mvlbrations the maximum phase 

(26) 
difference under normal conditions is about 33°. which should 
cause a to ta l le f t or right localization, 6° change in pjiase 
would correspond to a shift of the source of sound under 
normal conditions through about one fifth of a quadrant, or 
abcut 14°. That this ie not inconsistent with the facts 
concerning just noticeable angular displacements is obvious. 
The judgements in Fig. 20 numbered 16,17,18,19, 21,23 
and 26 are due to a slight opening of the leakage slide B as 
shown in Fig. 5, and have no particular significance except 
to show that an almost infinitesimal opening of the slide 
and a consequent small change in intensity is sufficient to 
produce a very marked change in localization. 
The results obtained from these experiments are seen to 
veri fy the results obtained by Wilson and Myers, and'to verify 
these results over a range of pitches from 32 to 400 vibrations 
or over pract ica l ly the to ial range of audible sound in which 
Lord Eayleigh supposed phase differences operative, and over 
considerable more than he supposed to require criteria of 
phase differences for localization.. 
Moreover i t has been shown that any interference in the 
head which thus far ha been tacetly assumed does not produce 
as greater intensity on the side of the head receiving the 
leading wave, as Wilson and Myers supposed, but that exactly 
the opposite state of affairs exists . The probabilities are 
great that the assumption of transmission of s.onnd through the 
head wculd be hard to justi fy for normal conditions, although 
there undoubtedly is some when any part of the vibrating body 
(27) 
or accessory apparatus touches the head, notwithstanding the 
statements of many works on physiological psychology that there 
IS transmission through the head to a "surprising* degree , 
we have the results of experiments upon persons in whô b the 
auditory apparatus one aide of the head was know to be totally 
destroyed, that when the good ear is carefully plugged 
nothing can be heard of a sound of ordinary intensity made 
near the opposite side of the head. Thus is appears that any 
transmiscion that may exist is very slight , and that the 
consequent interfernee is so slight as to be practically 
negl ig ib le . 
In any case we arrive at the conclusion that the 
localization in the experiments carried out undes art i f ic ial 
conditions depends upon direct appreciation oft the phase 
difference by the auditory apparatus, or else that i t depends 
upon the action of the very small amount of interference 
present in a manner opposite to the way in which intensity 
differences ordinarily work. This latter absund supposition 
is excluded by the fact that the slightest controllable 
intensity differences in thes experiments, both in conjunction 
with phase diffeneces and not,acted in the ordinary way as 
shown in Fig. 20. 
This leaves as the conclusion to be drawn that phase 
differences are directly appreciated by the auditory apparatus. 
How, is another question, one which has stood in the way of 
other investigators of this problem, and influenced them to i 
draw opposite conclusions, on account of the difficulty of 
( 2 8 ) 
assuming separate nerve imposes for each sound wave. If we 
do assume this however, we find that phase difference produces 
an ultimate result in the auditory center of a rhythm of 
impulses, in which the period of time following the leading 
impulse and preseding the lagging impulse is shorter than 
that following the lagging impulse. This condition nay result 
in a per iodic fatigue of the auditory center, so that the 
leading impulse produces a greater e f f ec t , because i t comes 
after a period of recuperation. If such a fatigue 
e f fect i s present i t - i s seen to account for the median 
local izat ion «a*der conditions of both 0° and 180° phase 
di f ference, the impulses from the two stimuli coming 
simultaneously in the former case, and alternately, equally 
distant apart, in the latter case. 
In any case the conditions require only that the f irst 
impulse o f each pair be identified with the auditory apparatus 
of the proper s ide . 
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